
Fallouts, contradictions and stupidities 
from the million $ DNC-financed anti-Trump dossier 

Assembled, bought, distributed and corrupted by the US Democratic National Committee, 
Christopher Steele (ex-MI6 agent) and Fusion GPS; utilised by the FBI to obtain FISA surveillance 

warrants in order to spy on the Trump campaign before, during and after the 2016 presidential 
election.


Dossier: https://www.sun24.news/include/docs/dossier.pdf


 
Page 1-2: 

1. According to Steele, Trump has been offered "various sweetener real estate business deals" in 
Russia over the past, which Trump had miraculously declined to take 

2. Claims Trump had a "regular flow of intelligence“ from the Kreml which could "blackmail“ him 
because of this 

3. Claims Trump had engaged in "perverted sexual acts“ that were "arranged/monitored by the 
FSB“ (Russian Secret Service Agency) 

4. Claims Russia keeps a secret dossier containing "Kompromat“ about Hillary Clinton

 

Page 7-8: 

5. Claims there was a "conspiracy“ between the Trump campaign team and the Kreml 

6. Claims that the Kreml is behind the appearance of hacked DNC Emails on Wikileaks 

7. Claims "PUTIN motivated by fear and hatred of Hillary CLINTON“ 

8. Claims Trump’s campaign team would "be happy to have Russia as media bogeyman to mask 
more extensive corrupt business ties [of the Trump team with] China and other emerging 
countries“


 

Page 9: 

9. Claims there was an extensive, "secret meeting between Carter Page and Rosneft President 
SECHIN in July 2016“, where Page - a Trump campaign associate who never met Trump 
personally - suggested about a "prospect for an associated move to lift Ukraine-related 
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western sanctions against Russia“ 

10. Claims "the Russian leadership also had 'Kompromat' on TRUMP which the latter should bear 
in mind in his dealings with them“


Page 10-11: 

11. Claims that "the political fallout from DNC email hacking operation is spiraling out of control. “ 

12. Claims Trump’s "regular exchange with Kremlin has existed for at least 8 years“ 

13. Claims "Russians apparently have promised not to use Kompromat they hold on TRUMP as 
leverage given high levels of voluntary cooperation forthcoming from his team“


 

Page 12-13: 

14. Claims "Russian Premier Medvedev’s office furious over DNC hacking and associated anti-
Russian publicity. Want good relations with US and ability to travel there.“ 

15. Claims "there had been talk in the Kremlin of TRUMP being forced to withdraw from the 
presidential race altogether as a result of recent events, ostensibly on grounds of his 
psychological state and unsuitability for high office.“


 

Page 14-15: 

16. Claims that the Kremlin’s pro-Trump, anti-Clinton efforts were to "educate US youth to be 
targeted as protest (against CLINTON) and swing vote in attempt to turn them over to 
TRUMP“ 

17. Claims "Russian leadership, including PUTIN, celebrating perceived success to date in 
splitting US hawks and elite“ 

18. Claims "Kremlin engages with several high profile US players including STEIN, PAGE and 
(former DIA Director) Michael Flynn, and funding their recent visits to Moscow“ 

19. Claims "PUTIN was generally satisfied with the progress of the anti-CLINTON operation to 
date. [Source] recently had had a drink with PUTIN to mark this.“


 

Page 16-17: 

20. Claims "recent DNC email leaks were aimed at switching SANDERS (protest) voters away from 
CLINTON and over to TRUMP“, a suggestion which "had been conceived and promoted by 
TRUMP's foreign policy adviser Carter PAGE who had discussed it directly with the ethnic 
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Russian associate“ 

21. Claims "that the TRUMP campaign had underestimated the strength of the negative reaction 
from liberals and especially the conservative elite to Russian Interference“ 

22. Claims "that there was a fair amount of anger and resentment within the Republican 
candidates team at what was perceived by PUTIN as going beyond the objective of 
weakening CLINTON and bolstering TRUMP, by attempting to exploit the situation to 
undermine the US government and democratic system more generally.“


 

Page 18-19: 

23. Claims "TRUMP lawyer COHEN [had] secret meeting/s with Kremlin officials in August 2016 
held in Prague“ 

24. Claims Russian "Head of the Foreign Relations Committee KOSACHEV … may have attended 
the meeting/s with COHEN there in August“ 

25. Claims "COHEN met officials from the [Russian]Legal Department clandestinely“ in order "to 
clean up the mess left behind by western media revelations of … TRUMP foreign policy 
advisor Carter PAGE's secret meetings in Moscow with senior regime figures“


 
 
Page 20-21: 

26. Claims "ex-Ukrainian President YANUKOWCH confides directly to PUTIN that he authorized 
kickback payments to MANAFORT… Assures Russian President however there is no 
documentary evidence/trail“


 

Page 23: 

27. Claims "the Russians could still make candidate CLINTON look weak and stupid by provoking 
her into railing against PUTIN and Russia“


 

Page 24-25: 

28. Claims that "GOVORUN, Head of Government Relations at Alpha Group and in reality the 
‘driver and bag carrier’ used by FRIDMAN and AVEN to deliver large amounts of illicit cash to 
the Russian president [PUTIN], at that time deputy Mayor of St. Petersburg.“


 

Page 26: 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29. Claims "TRUMP had participated in sex parties in the city too, but that all direct witnesses to 
this recently had been "silenced" i.e. bribed or coerced to disappear“


Page 27-28: 

30. Claims "Russian leadership disappointed that leaked e-mails on CLINTON have not had 
greater impact in campaign“ 

31. Claims "PUTIN angry with senior officials who ‚over-compromised' on TRUMP and further 
heads likely to roll as result. Foreign Minister LAVROV may be next.“


 

Page 29-30: 

32. Claims "close associate of SECHIN confirms secret meeting in Moscow with Carter PAGE in 
July [2016]“ 

33. Claims "President of Rosneft… offered PAGE/TRUMP's associates the brokerage of up to a 
19 per cent (privatised) stake in Rosneft in return [would be billions of USD]. PAGE had 
expressed interest and confirmed that were TRUMP elected US president, then sanctions on 
Russia would be lifted“ 

34. Claims "that a key role in the secret TRUMP campaign/Kremlin relationship was being played 
by the Republican candidate's personal lawyer Michael COHEN“ 

Page 31-32: 

35. Claims "COHEN had met secretly with several Russian Legal Department officials in an EU 
country … to limit the damage arising from exposure of former TRUMP foreign policy advisor, 
Carter PAGE's secret meetings with Russian leadership figures in Moscow“


Page 33-34: 

36. Claims "a company had been using botnets and porn traffic to transmit viruses, plant bugs, 
steal data and conduct 'altering operations' against the Democratic Party leadership“ 

37. Claims "hacking experts, recruited under duress by the FSB, were significant players in this 
operation“ 

38. Claims "it was agreed in Prague to stand down various Romanian hackers, and that other 
operatives should head for a bolthole in Plovdiv, Bulgaria where they should 'lay low’ “ 

39. Claims "IVANOV's associate said that the [DNC-hacking] operatives involved had been paid 
by both TRUMP's team and the Kremlin“
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